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package main import ( "bytes" "fmt" "log" "net/http" "os" "github.com/spf13/cobra"

"github.com/artsy/eosio/codec" "github.com/artsy/eosio/cli" "github.com/artsy/eosio/cli/printer"
"github.com/artsy/eosio/cli/switches/checkout" "github.com/artsy/eosio/permission" ) const usage = `eosio

prune prune [...]` func main() { cli.App.Name = "eosio prune" cli.App.Usage = usage cli.App.Flags =
[]cli.Flag{ cli.BoolFlag("accounts", false, "prune accounts"), cli.StringFlag("account", "", "prune account"),

cli.StringFlag("full-account-hashes", "", "prune full account hashes in all blocks"), cli.StringFlag("full-
account-hashes-dir", "", "prune full account hashes in directory"), cli.StringFlag("fee-account-hashes", "",
"prune fee account hashes in all blocks"), cli.StringFlag("fee-account-hashes-dir", "", "prune fee account
hashes in directory"), cli.StringFlag("flatten-accounts", "", "prune flattened accounts"), cli.BoolFlag("min-

accounts", false, "prune accounts with zero balances"), cli.BoolFlag("ignore-accounts", false, "do not prune
accounts"), cli.BoolFlag("ignore-fee-accounts", false, "do not prune fee account"), cli.StringFlag("only-

accounts 648931e174
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2.36 full crackMinard Minard is a French surname. Notable people with the surname include: Edmond
Minard (1761–1834), Russian-French mathematician Joseph R. Minard (1862–1930), French public health

administrator Joseph Minard, (1831–1910), French explorer Alexandre Minard, (1732–1811), French
economist, politician and orator Charles
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support Kurds WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Four U.S. navy ships are heading to the eastern Mediterranean Sea
to conduct exercises with Greece, Cyprus and other countries to demonstrate their ability to operate in the

area, a U.S. defense official said on Friday. The officials said the ships included the USS Donald Cook, a
guided-missile destroyer, the USS Mason, a guided-missile cruiser, and the USS Truxtun, an amphibious

transport dock, and two other vessels. The training is being conducted in the vicinity of Cyprus and
southern Turkey, where Turkish troops are battling Kurdish militants and have come under attack from the

PKK. Some of the ships are expected to arrive in the area in the coming days, and a U.S. defense official
said the exercises would include missile firing and sea-skimming. The official said the exercise was not an
attempt to send a message to the Turkish military, although the Navy said last month it would conduct a

patrol in the area if necessary. The vessels will join two cruisers and two destroyers from the Greek military
with two U.S. surveillance planes and a U.S. plane carrier deployed in the area. “The purpose is to have a
marker ship in the area and to do some exercises with the Greeks,” the official said. “They are there to be

a physical presence of U.S. forces. It is not to say anything to the Turks about how the U.S. is thinking
about Turkey.” No exercises with the Turkish military were planned at this time, the official said. Some U.S.
lawmakers criticized the exercises, which Turkey says are aimed at supporting Kurdish separatists.Why did

we not hear about these events before the elections? The decay of the social system has produced an
increasingly
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